Case Study

Agewanbens: Kamlaben, Ashaben, Minaxiben and Rukaiyaben

Story: The world is gripped by the corona pandemic right now. Many people had to get admitted to hospitals for treatment and lost their income. Keeping that in mind, our bens came together and visited places like Gomtipur, Behrampur, Juhapura and Jamalpura areas and distributed ration kits, tiffins etc to the needy people. Those people who had no money, our bens even helped them monetarily. Our VimoSewa bens provided help to people in whatever ways they could along with their regular jobs.
આમ, વિમોસેવાની બહેનોએ જેમના કામની સાથે આ મહામારીના સમયમાં જેમની જે રીતની જરૂરાત હતી તે મુજબ તેમને સેવાથી પહોયતા કરી.